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ABSTRACT 
A classical theorem of Cauchy states that the eigenvalues of a principal submatrix 
A, of a Hermitian matrix A interlace the eigenvalues of A. We consider the case of a 
matrix A which is Hermitian with respect to an indefinite inner product. 
INTRODUCTION 
A classical theorem of Cauchy (see [7]) states that the eigenvalues of a 
Hermitian m X m matrix A, interlace the eigenvahres of the Hermitian 
(m + l)x(m + 1) matrix A: 
A= 
(b EC”, c E R). In this note we prove analogous statements for matrices 
A,, A which are Hermitian with respect to an indefinite inner product. We 
get the most complete result if the scalar product has one negative square: in 
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this case we prove in Section 3 some statements about the mutual position of 
the spectra of A, and A, and in Section 4 it is shown that also, conversely, 
two sets of complex numbers having these properties are the spectra of two 
such matrices A,, A. 
As a tool we associate with a partitioned matrix 
A= 
the matrix valued function W: 
W(A): = D - XI - C(A, - XI) -‘B. 
This function is studied in Section 1 in more detail than is needed later. 
1. THE FUNCTION W 
1.1. 
Let 2’ be the r-dimensional complex vector space and 
3=9()iL?~ 0) 
a decomposition of Y into the direct sum of two subspaces so, YI: 
dims0 =: ra, dim 9r = : rl. We suppose that we are given a nondegenerate 
inner product (. , -)i of signature (XL; x? ) on zi, i = 0,l. These two inner 
products induce a nondegenerate inner product (. , .) on 2’ by 
(x,y): =(x”,Yo)o+(“l>Y1)l~ x = x0 + x1, y = Y0 + Yl, 
xi E -r;4, yi E Pi, i = 0,l. 
Evidently the signature of (s;) on 2 is (x,; x_) with x+ : =x: + xi, and _ 
the sum in (1) is an orthogonal one. 
Let A be a linear mapping in 9. We represent A according to the 
decomposition (1) of 9 as a partitioned matrix: 
and associate with A the function W with values in .?8(2,): 
W(X):=D-hZ-C(A,-XI)-‘B [A E P(Ao% (2) 
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If A E p(A,) we have 
Z 0 A,-XI 
C(A,-XI)-’ I ii 
Z (A,-AZ)-rB 
0 Z 
This immediately proves (see e.g. [7]) 
detW(X) = 
det(A-AZ) 
det( A, - XI) [A E P(A& 
It follows from this relation that h, E p(A,) is an eigenvalue of A if and only 
if zero is an eigenvalue of W( X a). 
In the following we need some notions associated with meromorphic 
matrix or operator valued functions (see e.g. [l]). Let V be an m X m matrix 
valued meromorphic function and 
V(h)= f (A-XJV” (3) 
Y= -4 
be its Laurent expansion at A, with 9 > 0. The point A, is called an 
eigenvalue of V if there exist vectors x,,, ri,. .., rq, x0 f 0, such that 
V-p, = 0, v_,x,+v_,+lxo=o,...~ 
V_,x,+V_q+,x,_,+ ..* +v-,x,+V,x,=o~ 
In this case x,, is called an eigenvector of V at X,. The geometric multiplicity 
g J A,) of the eigenvalue h, of V is the dimension of the vector space 
spanned by the eigenvectors of V at A,. The vectors x0, x1,.. ., xk_r form a 
Jordan chain (of length k) for V at X, if x0 # 0 and if there exist vectors 
x~,...,x~+~_~ such that 
v_,Xj+v_o+rXj_i+ ... +v_,+jxo=o (j=O,l,..., 9+/?-l). 
In this case xO,...,xk_i are called the principal vectors and xk, . . . , xk+ y _ I 
the associated vectors of the chain. The maximum of the lengths of all the 
Jordan chains for V at X a is the rank of the eigenvalue he; we denote it by 
rv( ha). Note that these definitions still make sense even if V_, = V_,+ i = 
. . . =V_,,_,=O(q’<g)in(3):thentheassociatedvectors~~+~,,...,x~+~_~ 
can be chosen arbitrarily. 
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The set of alI eigenvahres of the meromorphic function V is called the 
spectrum of V and denoted by a(V). In the special case V(h) = A - hZ with 
an m x m matrix A it coincides with a( A), and we write gA( A,), rA( h,) 
instead of gv(X,), r&X,), respectively. We denote p(V) = C \ a(V). 
If V(X) is invertible for at least one X E C, then X, E C is an eigenvalue 
of V if and only if it is a pole of the meromorphic function V- r : X rf V(h) _ ’ 
[A E P(V)l. 
Now let A, A,, etc. be as at the beginning of this subsection. The 
decomposition of x E 9 with respect to (1) will be written as x = x0 + x ’ or 
x=(x0,x ). 1 T If X a E a( A,), we introduce the Jordan decomposition of A at 
X,: 
A,=XoP+J+Ao (4) 
where P is the projection onto the algebraic eigenspace of A, at ho, 
commuting with A,; J is a nilpotent matrix commuting with P and A,; and 
X0 E p(d,). If J # 0 the index of J is the smallest integer g such that 
Jq-’ # 0, .ZQ = 0; the index of the zero operator is by definition zero. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) Let X,E~(A,). Then hog u(A) if and only if h,~u(W); in this 
case gA(Xo) = gw(Xo), rA(hO) = r,(Xo). Moreover, if xi = (xl, x:)*, i = 
O,l,..., k-1, forma.lordanchainforAat X0, thenrf, i=O,l,..., k-l, 
fonna.lordanchuinforWat X0. Conversely, iffxi, i=O,l,...,k-1, forma 
JordunchainforWat X, thenxi:=(xP,xi)‘, i=O,l,...,k-1, where 
+ - h (Ao-AoZ)i-i-lBx;, i = 0, 
j=O 
1 ,...,k-1, 
form a Jordan chain for A at X0. 
(b) Let X, E u(A,), and A, = h,F’ + J+ d, be the Jordan decomposi- 
tion of A, at X,. Assume that’ 
P~oc(A*,~C*y’:j=O,l,...,ro-l; y’LYP1). (5) 
Then X~E u(W) implies Xo~u(A), and in this case g,(X,)>,g,(h,). 
’ ( ) denotes the linear span of the elements between the brackets. 
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rA(xO)> r&h,). Moreover, if x;, xi,..., x:_~ form a Jordan chain for Wat 
A, with associated vectors xk, x~+~,..., xktgPlr then the vectors 
Yj" 
yj: = 
i I Yi' ’ 
y;: = xi, 
yp = - i (A, - xoz)~-j-l(z - P)Bx: 
I=0 
q-1 
+ c J’Bx;+I+,, j=O,l ,,.., k - 1, (6) 
I=0 
form a Jordan chain for A at A,. 
(c) In addition to the assumptions of(b) suppose that 
f’~Oc(A@y’:j=O,l,...,r,-l; ylEQ. (7) 
Then A, E u(W) ifandonly if X, E a(A), and in thisca.seg,(A,)= g&A,), 
rA(hO)=rw(ho). Moreover, if the vectors ~~=(xy,xj)~, j=O,l,...,k-1, 
fioma]ordanchainforAat h,, thenthevectorsxf, j=O,l,...,k-1, form 
a Jordan chain for W at X,. 
Proof. (a): The relation 
A( ::)=A(( ::) 
is equivalent to 
w( X,)x’ = 0, x0 = - (A, -X,1) -‘Bx’. 
This proves a(A)=a(W) and g,(h,)=g,(X,). The equality rA(hO)= 
rW(Ao) can be proved by induction. We omit the simple argument, since it is 
similar to (and in fact a particular case of) the arguments in (b) and (c). 
(b): Let 4 be the index of 1. Then 
136 
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q-1 
WQ=W1W+ c CJ jB 
j=O (X-A,)“” 
(8) 
where W,(A)= D - XI - C(d, - XI)-‘(I - P)B, Jo: = P. If X, E a(W) 
then there exist elements x& . . . , xk, xh # 0 such that 
Cjq-‘Bxf +CJ~-~B&+ . . . + c.F-‘B~:,=~> 
j=O,l ,...,q-- 1, 
CJq-lBr; + CJq-2Br;_l + . . . + CJBr; + CPBr; + W&)x; = 0. (9) 
Define y0 according to (6). Then JPyt + PBy,j = 0. Indeed, we have 
q-1 
x”:=~Py,o+PByo- I- JP~,O + PByo’ = PBx; + c JjBx;. 
j=l 
The relation (9) implies CxO = CJx” = . * . = CJq-‘x’ = 0; hence 
(x0, A*,jC*z’), = (PXO, A*,jC*z’), 
=(C(Ai,P+ jh&m'J+ ... 
+ j( j - 1) . . . (j - 4 + l)Xt;qJq-l)Xo, .Z1)l = 0 
for every z ’ E Z1, which yields r” = 0 by (5). Now it follows that 
+(I-P)By;=O, 
q-l 
Cy,o + (D - A,I)y; = Wl(Ao)xo + c CJ%xf+l= 0, 
j=O 
i.e. (A - h,Z)y, = 0. Thus ho E o(A), and y0 is a corresponding eigenvector. 
This implies gA(hO)& g&X,). 
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It remains to prove the statement about the Jordan chains. If the length of 
such a chain equals k = 1, it has already been proved. Assume the statement 
holds for k = 1,2,. . . , s, and let x,,, xi,. . . , x, be the principal vectors and 
x s+l”..‘xs+q the associated vectors of a Jordan chain of length s + 1 for W 
at X,. We form the vectors yO, yr,.. ., y, according to (6). Then 
(A - &J)Y, = 0, (A-XoZ)yj=yj_,, j=1,2 ,..., s-l 
by the induction hypothesis, and we find by an easy calculation 
(A, - hoZ)yf + Byf - y,“_ 1 = 0, Cy,“+(D-X,Z)y,l-y,‘_,=o, 
that is, (A - h,Z)ys = ys_r. 
(c): First consider x0 E 9(P). It follows from (7) that x0 = Cz:‘AkBy: 
for some y: E 9r. Then x0 = Pro = X:;O&‘Z’A6By:, and since PA\ is a 
polynomial in J, it follows that x o = C;:,‘JjBz~ with some zf E 9i. 
Now let x0 = (xi, xh)’ be an eigenvector for A at h,. Then 
We first prove that rh # 0. Otherwise the component xi ( # 0) would satisfy 
the relations (A, - X,Z)xi = 0, Cxi = 0. This implies Pxi = xi, CA&~ = 0 
for all j, which yields x0 ’ = 0 by (5), a contradiction. Now 
x0” = - (A, - x,z) -yz - P)Bx; + Px,o, JPx,o + PBX:, = 0. 
Since Pxi = Iq:,‘.JjBzf for some zi E 9i, we find 
Pzh; + C Jj+lzhf = 0 
j=O 
and 
q-1 
a,0 + (D - A,z)~; = w,( ho)& + c C Jjzhf. 
j = 0 
(10) 
Multiplying (10) by J”, s = 1,2,. . . , o - 1, we see that x; is an eigenvector of 
W for the eigenvalue A,. 
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The statement concerning the Jordan chains is again proved by induction. 
The case k=l is already proved. Let xj=(x~,rf)r, j=O,l,...,k, be a 
Jordan chain for A at A,, and assume that xi, j = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, form a 
Jordan chain for W at A,. Denote the associated vectors of this chain by ?i, 
j=k ,...,k+q-l.Thenwehave 
CJQ-‘Bx; = 0, CJ9-‘Bx:+CJ9-2BX~=o,..., 
CJQ-‘Bx’ q_l + CJ4-2B~;_2 + . . . + CJ’Bx:, = 0, 
CJ’J-lBrl + CJ9-2B~1 
9 9-l 
+ . . . +CJ”Bx;+W~(Xo)r:,=O,..., 
CJQ-lBzl 9+k_l + CJ9-2B17f,+k_2 + . . . + CJ’BZ: + W&)x:-, 
+ W~(hO)x:_2 + . . . + 
W’k-ly A,) 
(k-l)! xA=o’ (11) 
and, using (b), we conclude that also the relations 
+ - i (~o-~oZ)‘j-1(Z-P)Br~+9&‘Bf:+I+l, 
z=o I=0 
j=O,l ,...,k-1, (12) 
hold, where a,‘:=~: if s=1,2 ,..., k-l and ?t:=?k if s=k,k+l,..., k 
+q-1. 
Now (A - hoZ)xk = x~-~ implies Cx: +(D - X,Z)X: - X:-1=0, (A0 - 
A,z)(Z - P)x,” +(I - P)Bx: =(I - P)&, 
PBx: + JPxk” = P$- 1> (13) 
and, using (12), we find 
(I-P)x,o= -(do-Aoz)-‘(z-P)Bx:+(Ao-Xoz)-l(I-P)x,O_, 
= - ; (do-XoZ)-‘-k-l(Z-P)Bx;. 
I=0 
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Further, let zi+i,. . . , .zi+, be such that 
Pxk” = PBz ;+l + JBz;+~ + . . . + J4-1Bz;+,. 
Then (12) and (13) yield 
q-1 q-1 
P&= c J”BI;+,= PBx; + JPxjl= PBx: + c JIBz;+,. 
I=0 I=1 
If we multiply this relation by J”, s = 1,2,. . . ,9 - 1, it follows that in the 
relations (11) we can replace 3ii by XL and a:+, by zktj, j = 1,2,.. ., Q - 1. 
Denote these modified relations (11) by (11’). Further, 
xk” = - ; (a, - X,Z) -‘+‘(Z - P)Bx; + q&jBz;+k+, 
I=0 j=O 
implies 
= _ i C(&-~,Z)-‘-~-~(Z-P)BX; 
Z-0 
q-1 
+ c CJ’Bzj+,+,+(D-h,Z)x:-r:~, 
j-0 
k 1 q-1 1 
= ,To nW(‘)(X”)r”l •t i~oc~JBzj+k+~* 
Together with (II’), this shows that x& . . . , xi form a Jordan chain for W at 
X0 with associated vectors z:+r,. . . , z:,,. n 
REMARK. Under the assumptions of (c) we have also a( A,,) = a( W-l). 
Indeed, if X0 E a( W-l), then A, is a pole of W and hence an eigenvalue of 
A,. Conversely, let X, E a(A,) and consider the Jordan decomposition (4) of 
A0 at X,. Assume that in (8) we have CJjB=O for j=O,l,...,q--1. If 
x’EPi, then y o:=PBx’~P9’o satisfies CJjy’=O for j=O,l,...,q-1, 
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which implies y ’ = 0 [see the proof of (b)]. Hence PB = 0 and, as P and A, 
commute, PA&B = 0 for all j = 0, 1, . . . , r. - 1. This gives P,I;po = 0, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore X0 is a pole of W, i.e. an eigenvalue of WP ‘. 
1.2. 
In the following, if E is a mapping from ?Zj into Zk, j, k = 0, 1, or in 9, 
then E * denotes the adjoint mapping with respect to the (possibly indefinite) 
inner products introduced at the beginning of Section 1.1. 
Suppose now additionally that A is Hermitian in 9: A = A*. This is 
equivalent to the relations A, = A*,, D = D*, and C = B*, which implies 
that the function W in (2) becomes 
W(h)=D-XI-B*(A,-XI)-% bEP(A (14) 
Hence W is Hermitian: W(h) = W(X)*. In this case the algebraic eigenspaces 
of A corresponding to a pair ho, x0 E a( A), ho f ho, are isomorphic, which 
implies, by Theorem l(a), that the Jordan chains for W at X0 and ho 
[ E a(W)] have the same structure. We shall not study the Hermitian case 
here in detail, but mention only the following result: 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf ho E a(A)\ a(A,) with a corresponding eigenvector 
x0 = (x,0, xh)’ ofA, then 
The proof of this statement is straightforward and can be left to the 
reader. If, in particular, ho is nonreal or x0 is the eigenvector of a Jordan 
chain of length > 1, then both sides in (15) are zero. 
We have seen in Section 1.1 that the function W reflects many spectral 
properties of A. In the rest of this section we are interested in the following 
questions for a Hermitian mapping A: What are the characteristic properties 
of W? Does W determine A? 
Let V be a Hermitian function defined and holomorphic on a nonempty 
open domain Qv = O*, of the complex plane and with values in .%3( Zi ). We 
say that the kernel 
N (A p): = v(Q-“(d* 
v 1 h-p 
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has signature (T+; T_ ) if each of the matrices 
((N,(Xi,Xj)X!‘rf),)i,j=l 2 m ,. , 
for Ai ESZ,, x; ELFi, i =1,2 )..., m, and mEN has at most m, (m_) 
positive (negative, respectively) eigenvalues, and for some choice of m, Ai, xi 
it has exactly n + positive eigenvalues and for possibly another choice of 
m, A i, x f it has exactly n _ negative eigenvalues. 
If we write the function W of (14) as 
W(A)=&AZ-V(X), V(X):=B*(Ao-XI)-%, 
then we have for arbitrary x1, y ’ E 5?i 
Consequently, if Nv has signature (T+; s _ ), then 
[recall that (x:; xl ) is the signature of -Ep,]. If additionally 
c.Po=((Ao-AZ)-'Bx ‘: X E p(A,), x1 E LZ) (17) 
then the equality signs hold in both relations (16). 
THEOREM 3. Let W, be a mennrwrphic function with values in .4?(-Ep1) 
and with the following properties: 
(WI) W,(A)= K(x)* (A E GV”). 
(W,) Zf IA 1 is sufficiently large, then h E D wO and 
W,(X)= -AZ-V(X) with V(h)= f XpjVi, (18) 
j=O 
vjE.99(q, j=O,l,...,. 
(W,) The kernel NV has signature (T’+; r_ ). 
Then there exists a linear space ZO, dim TO = T + + v_, a rwndegenerate 
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inner product (. , .). on _Ep, of signature (r +; 7~ _ ), and a Hennitian operator 
A= 09) 
on the direct orthogonal sum 2’: = L&cB~‘~ such that W, coincides with the 
function W in (14) and that (17) holds. The space 9,, and the operator A are 
uniquely determined up to ixnnorphisms. 
Proof. Set Q : = Q2,, and let pa be the vector space of all functions 
x:fi+JZi with at most finitely many values different from zero. The 
elements of &a are denoted by x = (x(A)). For y E Pi, /J E Q we put 
&: = (y,(X)), where y,(h): = th,y. Evidently g0 = (yP: y E Yi, u E 52). 
We define a scalar product on 9,: 
(21, f2),= c 
i 
v(A)-v(p)*x (X),x (p) I A-F l 2 1 [fi=(xi(X)), i=1,2], h3l.L 
(20) 
where we set 
VP) - v(P)* =q-q 
h-p 
for p=X. 
Denote by (Z,,,(., *)a) the factor space of (.=@O,(*, .)a) with respect to the 
isotropic subspace (see [2]) of the inner product (20). Let 7~ be the canonical 
mapping of Pa into $R,. We claim that for every y E 3’i the limit 
lim ~ ~ m @yJ exists. This is a consequence of the following two relations: 
In proving (22) one uses (21) and lim, _ m XV(A) = - lim, _ m A2V ‘(A). Now 
define a linear operator B from .3’i into 9,, by 
By: = - lim ~(~ij,,), YEZI. 
F-m 
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It immediately follows from (21) that 
Now we define a linear operator A,, in 5?e, setting 
(23) 
(24) 
Then 
= -“(i&Y %)+(v(p)y, z)l= (gp, - UE, + By); 
therefore (f, fj) = 0 for all & E pe implies (A$, 0) = 0 for all 0 E PO, and as 
a consequence A, induces a Hermitian linear operator in -Yo, which will be 
denoted by A,. From (24) it follows that 
Inserting this in (2.3) we find V(p) = B*(Ao - PI)-‘B. We now define C as 
the constant term in the Laurent expansion (18) of W at infinity and then 
define the operator A in 2 = Zo@pr by (19); this is evidently an operator 
with the desired properties. n 
2. A GENERAL INTERLACING RESULT 
Let 9, pa, Zi, and A be as in Section 1. In this section we assume 
additionally that the inner product (. , -)1 on Z’r is definite. We consider an 
open real interval 9 such that Y n a( A,) = 0. The linear span sA( 9) of the 
algebraic eigenspaces of A corresponding to the eigenvalues of A in .Y is a 
nondegenerate subspace of 2. Put k(3): = dim $pAY) (that is, k(3) is the 
total number of eigenvalues of A in 3 counted according to their algebraic 
multiplicities), and denote by x, (3) [x_(Y)] the number of positive 
[negative, respectively] squares of the inner product (. , -) on PA(Y). Recall 
that ri = dim Yr; for a real number a we denote by [a] the largest integer 
< a if a is positive and [a] = 0 if a is nonpositive. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that the inner product (. , .)1 on 9, is (positive or 
negative) definite. Let 9 be an open interval such that 3 n a(A,) = 0. 
Then the following relations hold: 
(25) 
Proof. Assume that the scalar product (. , -)1 is e.g. positive definite. If 
h E p(A,), we define W(X) by (14). The eigenvalues pL1(X),...,pL,I(X) of 
W(h) form ri branches of an algebraic function which are real for real X and 
can be chosen to be continuous on p(A,), and even holomorphic there with 
the possible exception of isolated points which do not accumulate in C (see 
[3]). If X, is such an exceptional point, then at least two of the branches pi 
coincide at X,, say pi(Xa)= ps(X,)=: po, that is, pLo is an eigenvalue of 
W(A,) of multiplicity 2 2. 
Assume now additionally that all the eigenvalues of A in 4 are simple. 
Then with h, and pLo as above, we have pa z 0: Otherwise h, would be an 
eigenvalue of geometric multiplicity > 2 of W and hence also of A [see 
Theorem l(a)], a contradiction. Further, if /J j(X,) = 0 for some Xi E 9 and 
some j E {1,2,..., ri }, then pcl;( Xi) # 0. In order to see this we choose in a 
neighborhood +Y of Xi eigenvectors r j(X) of W(X): 
(w(x)-~j(h))zj(h)=o, j=1,2 )...) ri, (26) 
which depend analytically on X in a. Then p j( X i ) = pL)( X r ) = O would imply 
which is again a contradiction to the simplicity of the spectrum of A in 9. 
Thus all the zeros of the branches ~1 j, j = 1,2,. . . , r, in .Y are simple and 
different. Moreover, if Xi is a zero of pi, differentiation of (26) yields 
(W’(X,)X,(X,), rj(Xl))l=IL;(Xl)(xj(A1)' ‘j(‘l))l’ 
and Proposition 2 implies that - p;(hi) is positive [negative] if the eigenele- 
ment xa of A corresponding to the eigenvalue Xi is of positive [negative] 
type: (x,, x0) > O [(x0, xa) < 0, respectively]. Thus, if a branch ~1 j has more 
than one zero in 3, the types of the corresponding eigenvectors of A are 
alternating. The estimates (25) are an easy consequence of this fact. 
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If 9 contains a nonsimple eigenvalue of A, we find a sequence of 
Hermitian matrices A(“) such that lim, _ m A(“) = A and that A(“) has only 
simple eigenvalues. Thus the estimates (25) hold for A(“). If n + 00, the 
number of eigenvalues of A(“) in 3 can increase in the limit by nonreal 
eigenvalues of A(“) coming to the real axis. The total number of these 
eigenvalues is even, say 21, and they give rise to 1 positive and 1 negative 
squares of ZA(Y), since the algebraic eigenspace of A(“) corresponding to a 
nonreal eigenvalue X is neutral and skewly linked with the eigenspace 
corresponding to x. Thus both sides in (25) increase by I in the limit. Also, 
the number of eigenvalues of A(“) in 9 can decrease in the limit by 
eigenvalues which tend to the endpoints of 9. If we lose from one of the 
branches ~1 j more than one eigenvalue, say 1 eigenvalues, then we lose at least 
[Z/2] of each type. This implies that the estimates (25) hold also in the limit. 
n 
In order to formulate the next statement, we denote the points of a(AO) 
by 
9, < 8, < . . . < 9, UQ) (27) 
(Sj can be a multiple eigenvalue of A,), and the interval (Sj, Qj+r) by .Yj, 
j = O,..., I, Go: = -00, lY1+r: = + 00. Recall that the signature of the inner 
product (., .) on Y is (x,; x_). 
COROLLARY. Let Sl be as in Theorem 4. Denote by 1, the total 
number of eigenvalues of A with positive imaginary parts. Then 
r k(Yj)-7r+1 
1+-c c 
i 2 1 < min(x+, z_). j=o 
3. THE PARTICULAR CASE x_ = rl = I 
3.1. 
If dim 9’1 = rr = 1, then W in (14) becomes a scalar function. In the 
particular case x_ = 1 there are two possibilities: either x! = 0, x ! = 1 or 
x0 = 1 _ x ’ = 0. In these cases more complete results than those of Section 2 _ 
can be’proved by simpler methods. We consider the two cases separately. 
In this subsection we assume that (. , .). is positive and (. , -)1 is negative 
definite: 
x0_ =o, r =x1 =l. 1 _ 
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We choose a basis vector ei E Pi, (e’, e’)i = - 1, and denote by b the 
component of Ae’ in 2P0. Then x = x0 + 5e1 E 2 can be represented as 
(x O, [)r, and accordingly 
b 
a0 
(28) 
where a0 E R, A, = A*,. Introducing the subspace 
L?(( : = ((A,-AZ)-‘b:Aq(A,)), 
we write PO = L?{cB~‘~, 9 = _EPOCB~‘~@ (e’). With respect to these de- 
compositions we have the matrix representations 
A,= 
A; 0 
0 A0 
> A= 
Thus a( A) = u( A’;) U a( A’), where 
i 
A; 
0 
0 
0 0 
b 
- (f:b), a0 
b 
A’= 
-(t:b), a0 
in 9~‘$8,, 
and the interlacing properties of the spectra of A and A, are completely 
determined by the interlacing properties of the spectra of A’ and Ao. In other 
words, without loss of generality we can suppose that 
S?o=((Ao-hZ)-‘b:h~p(Ao)). (29) 
Then the operator A, is simple. We denote its (simple) eigenvalues by 
9,<i?,< ... <I?,, andput 
.Fi:=((9j,6i+l), j=o ,...) To, 6,: = -00, 19,“+1: = +cc 
The intervals .Fo and YrO will be called outer, the intervals ,ai, j = 1,. . . , 
r, - 1, inner. Now we form 
w(X): = (W(X) el, el)l = - a0 + X - o(X), 
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u(X): =((A, - XI)-lb, b),. Then a(A,) is the set of poles of o, and from 
Theorem l(a) or by a direct calculation it follows that o(A) is the set of zeros 
of W. The function u can be written in the form 
u(X)= 2 --!-- P. 
j=l+h 
with pi > 0, j = 1,. . . , r,. It follows from this explicit representation that it is 
strictly increasing on each interval .Fj, j = 0, 1, . . . , ro, and has the properties 
lim ELOu(8j-~)=co, lim,,,u(Qj+s)= --6o (j=l,...,r,), lim,._,u(X) 
=limxrmu(h)=O. 
An interval jj, j = 0, 1,. . . , r,, will be called exceptional if it contains 
eigenvahres of A of total multiplicity > 2. If it contains three eigenvalues, say 
X 1 G A, G A,, then X, will be called the middle one (it can, of course, 
coincide with h, or X,). 
In the following theorem “interval” always means one of the intervals Yj, 
j=O,l >‘.., ra. Recall that an eigenvalue of the Hermitian operator A in 9 is 
said to be of positive (negative, nonpositive) type if we have (x, x) > 0 ( < 0, 
< 0, respectively) for all its eigenvectors. The dimension of 5? will again be 
denoted by r, that is, we have r = r0 + 1. 
THEOREM 5. Assume rl = x_ = x! = 1, and let A be a Hermitian oper- 
ator in .Y such that (29) hok?s. Then: 
(1) Each inner interval contains one or three eigenualues of A. 
(2) Each outer interval contains none or two eigenualues of A. 
(3) Zf A has r (or r - 2) real eigenualues, then there is one (or none, 
respectively) exceptional interval for A. 
(4) Zf A has an inner (outer) exceptional interval, then the middle 
(smallest in absolute value, respectiuely) eigenvalue of A in this exceptional 
interval is of nonpositive type. 
Proof. It is well known (see [2], [6]) that the spectrum of a Hermitian 
operator A in a linear space with nondegenerate inner product with one 
negative square contains either a pair of complex conjugate nonreal simple 
eigenvalues or one real eigenvalue with a nonpositive eigenvector, all the 
other eigenvalues of A being real and of positive type. As noted above, the 
spectrum of A coincides with the set of solutions of the equation v(h) = X - 
(~a. Moreover, if X, E a(A) and x,, = (x,“, 1)r is a corresponding eigenvector, 
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then we have [see (15)] 
(X0, x0) = - w’(X,) = d(X,) - 1. 
As a consequence, x0 is of positive (negative, neutral) type if v’(X,) > 1 ( < 1, 
= 1, respectively). Now all the statements of the theorem follow from a 
simple consideration of the graph of u. n 
REMAF~K. The analysis in the proof of Theorem 5 gives also some 
information about the dependence of the eigenvalues of A on the value o0 in 
(28). The formulation of these statements is omitted. 
3.2. 
Now suppose that x! = 1, rr = x+ ’ = 1. We fix some vector e1 E .9r with 
(e ‘, e’)r = 1, denote by b the component of Ae’ in 9r, and put again 
9, :=((A~-AZ)-rb:A~p(A,)). 
There are three possibilities: 
(a) The scalar product (. , .). is positive definite on 9;. Then 9, 
decomposes as Pb = 9; + L&‘, and A, can be written as 
A,,= 
Thus, as in Section 3.1, the problem reduces to the interlacing problem for A 
in Pd@L?r: 
and A’,,, where both operators act in spaces with positive definite scalar 
products (see [7]). 
(b) The scalar product ( I, .). degenerates on 9;. Then there exists a 
vector u,, E Pd, o,, # 0, such that (oa, 9;) = 0, and &, admits a decomposi- 
tion 
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where q, and u; are neutral and skewiy linked (see [2]): (u,, Q)~ = 
(v&u;)~= 0, (u~,u;))~=~, and on &‘, L$” the scalar product (a, .),, is 
positive definite. The invariance of P’d under A,, the Hermitian symmetry 
of A,, and b E 2; imply the representations 
I& Oa,, 0 
b= 
i 
--, b 
6 
0 
0 
with Hermitian mappings 4;, d;; in p,,‘, pi’, respectively, and P, 6 E C, 
y E R, u13, $T’E &“‘, u43 E 9;. From the matrix representation of A, it is 
easy to see that 
and u(h): = ((A, - AZ)-'b, b), = ((dg - AZ)-'&', 81’)~. Chmxwnt~Y, U is 
again of the form 
u(X)= i - pj 
j=l 'j-"' 
pi > 0, 1= dim &<, 
where uj are the eigenvalues of dg, j = 1,2,. . . , 1. Moreover, 
The spectrum a( A) consists of the zeros of w and of those eigenvalues of A, 
for which a corresponding eigenvector is (m, .),-orthogonal to b. Denote the 
set of these eigenvalues of A, by a(A,; b). In particular, p E a( A)n a( A,; b), 
and u. is a corresponding eigenvector for A, and A. 
Each interval Yj:=(uj,uj+,), j=O ,..., 1, a,:=-co, ultl:=+co, 
contains exactly one zero Xi of w, and we have 
Thus u(A,; b) is common to both a( A,) and u(A), and in each of the 
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intervals #j, j =O,..., 1, which are determined by the eigenvalues of A’a, 
there is exactly one point which is an eigenvalue of A. 
(c) The scalar product (. , .)” is indefinite and nondegenerate on 94. As 
in Section 3.1, we can suppose that Y0 = Ya’. Denote the eigenvaIues of A, 
of positive type by 
9, < 6, < *. . -=c a,, r,-3<l<r()-1, 
and let r be the eigenvalue of A, of nonpositive type with Im r > 0. There 
holds exactly one of the following four cases: 
(ci) 7 is rwnreal. Then 1 = rO - 2 and 
v(X)=C -- ro-2 pi I Y + _u 
j=' 8j-x r--h r-x (301) 
with p,>O(j=1,2,..., r, - 2), y # 0 (Cy is understood to be zero). 
(cs) r is real and an eigenvalue of negative type of A,. Then 1 = r, - 1 and 
“-’ Pj &J 
v(X)= c --- 
j=’ 'jeA 7-A 
(302.) 
with /3,>O(j=O,l,..., q-1). 
(cs) T is real and an eigenvalue of A, of algebraic multiplicity 2. Then 
l=r,-2and 
“- 2 Pj PO PO’ 
v(X)=C---- - 
j=l 'jeA + 7-A + (r-q” 
(30,) 
withpj>O(j=1,2 ,..., ra-2), &#O, & real 
(cd) r is real and an eigenvalue of A, of algebraic multiplicity 3. Then 
1 = r, - 3 and 
‘o-3 P. PO PO’ 
v(X)= c --L+- Ph 
j=’ 8j-h r-h + (&)a+ (r-X>” (304 ) 
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The representations (30) of v are proved by choosing a basis of root vectors of 
A,. They also follow from [4], [5] if we note that the kernel N, has signature 
(ra-l;l).Thepoints aj(j=1,2,...,Z), a,:= -co, Ql+i:=+co,and r(if 
it is real) are the endpoints of mutually disjoint open intervals of the real axis 
whichwedenoteincase(c,)asbefore: .Yj:=(~j,~j+,)(j=O,l,...,Z).In 
thecases(c,),(c,),and(c,)letj,E{O,1,...,Z}besuchthat9jo<~<Sjo+l; 
then we put 
$j ’ = (sj' #j+l), j=o,...,jo-1, 
jj : =(gj_l, 9j)* j=j,+2,...,1+1. 
Here Z = r0 - 2 [ra - 1, r,, - 2, r, - 31 in case (ci) [(c,),(c,),(c,), respectively]. 
THEOREM& Let x0 = 1, xi = rl = 1, andsuppose that (29) holds. Then 
each interval .Yj contains one or three eigenvalues of A, where in the latter 
case the middle one is of nonpositive type. Either A has a pair of complex 
conjugate nonreal eigenvflues and there is rw exceptional interval, or exactly 
one of the intervals .Nj, Yj is exceptional. Moreover: 
(i) Zf (cz) hoZds, then one of the intervals $jO, 2jO+ 1 contains two, the 
other rw eigenvalue of A. 
(ii) Zf (cg) holds, then one of the intervals JjO, 2j,+ 1 contains rwne or 
two, the other contains one or three eigenvalues of A. 
(iii) Zf (c4) holds, then each of the intervals jj,, 2jO+ 1 contains one or 
three eigenvalues of A. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 5. We have 
only to observe that the eigenvalues of A are the solutions of the equation 
v(X) = (~a - X and to use the representations (30) of v. 
4. AN INVERSE PROBLEM 
The statements about the mutual position of a(A,) and a(A) in Theo- 
rems 5 and 6 are complete in the sense that, conversely, for two point sets 
ua, u, which have the properties of a(A,) and a(A) in these theorems, there 
exist spaces 9,, 9 and mappings A,, A as above such that aa = u( A,), 
u = u(A). We start with the converse of Theorem 5. 
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THEOREM 7. Suppose we are given real numbers 
$,<a,< ..* <a 
‘0 
and numbers ai, j = l,..., r0 + 1, having with respect to I?+~ the position of 
the points of a( A) in Theorem 5. Then there exist a space LYO, a Hermitian 
operator A, in LYO, b E PO, and a0 E R such that (29) holds, a(A,) = { I?~: j
= )...) 1 r, } , and fix the operator 
‘= -(A,b),, i - 
b 
a,, 
in 3: = Y,,@ C the spectrum a(A) consists of the points ai, algebraic 
multiplicities included. Moreover, a0 is uniquely determined, and A,, b are 
determined up to (. , .),-unitary equivalence. 
Here “algebraic multiplicities included’ means that if e.g. ej = ‘Ye+ r and 
this is different from all the other Q, then aj is an eigenvalue of d of 
algebraic multiplicity two. 
Proof. We introduce the function w: 
Evidently, it can be written as w(X) = c - A + X~z0yj/(9i - A). On the 
other hand, for fixed k E { 1,. . . , ra} we have 
-1 
‘0 + 1 
j=l 
and the position of the I!+~, CX~ implies that the nwnber of ai which are > 9, 
( < Sk) and the number of 19~ which are > 6, ( < IY,, respectively) coincide 
module 2. Hence it follows that 
yk = Ahn8 (8, - x)w( A) > 0 (k=l,...,r,). 
- k 
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Therefore w has all the properties of the function W, in Theorem 2 (with 
TIT, = To, 7T_ = 0), and the statement follows from Theorem 2. W 
RE-. The use of Theorem 3 can be avoided by choosing directly 
Is, 0 *-. 0 
0 $2 0 
A,:= . . . . 
. . 
\ 
(j ;, . . : i,” 
b: = 
The following converse of Theorem 6 is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose we are given two finite sequences { ai: j = 
1,2,..., ro} and {aj:j=l,2,..., r. + l} of complex numbers, having the 
sam mutual position as the points of a(A,) and a(A) in Theorem 6. Then 
there exists a linear space Z. with nondegenerate inner product of signature 
(r. - 1; l), b E PO, a Hermitian operator A, in $p,, and a0 E R such that 
(29) holds with A, replaced by A,, and for the operator 
acting in PO@ C, the spectra a(A,) and a(A) consist of the points ai, 
j=1,2 ,..., r,, and ffj, j=l,2 ,..., r,, respectively, algebraic multiplicities 
included. Moreover, a0 is uniquely determined, and A,, b are determined up 
to (. , -),-unitary equivalence. 
The authors thank the referee for valuable suggestions. 
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